
MSDIS Update – January 2021 
 
Updated Data 
- MO 2021 Hospitals 
- MO 2021 Licensed Pharmacies 
- MO 2021 Rural Health Clinics 
- MO 2021 Long Term Care Facilities 
- MO 2021 Adult Daycare 
- MO 2021 Ambulatory Surgical Centers 
- MO 2021 Dialysis Centers 
- MO 2021 Sales Tax Jurisdiction Boundaries 
 

MSDIS General News 
MSDIS was happy to attend the second part of the virtual 2020/2021 MAGIC Clearinghouse summit in 
January. Clearinghouse managers from all MAGIC states were treated to an inside look at ArcGIS Hub* 
and some of the more advanced features available for data organization and discovery. In addition to 
the fact that it is always nice to get together with our sister clearinghouse sites, this was a valuable 
opportunity to get a better feel for the ArcGIS Online/ArcGIS Hub ecosystem. 
 
For those unfamiliar with the changing ArcGIS Hub environment, the system currently known as Hub 
was previously referred to as Open Data. MSDIS had already adopted this distribution service before the 
name change, which is why what some people will refer to as our “Hub Site” is what we refer to as the 
MSDIS Open Data Page.  
 
With the new year comes a new semester, and MSDIS is happy to welcome Jefferson Daubitz, Abby 
Hunt, and Harry Le back to the MSDIS internship program. We are also excited to welcome newcomer 
Carson Stone to Team MSDIS. As with previous semesters, these students will help build new story map 
applications, review current data organization, spot typos, and generally do their best to keep us out of 
trouble.  
 
Finally, some recipients of this report will have noticed a considerable decrease in traffic on the MSDIS 
Map Server over the past few months. While some fluctuations in traffic are natural, especially around 
the holidays, we felt that the reduction in hits was sufficiently large enough to merit investigation. 
Additionally, the fact that a downturn was only evident on the Map Server and not on the Image Server 
or the Download Server indicated that something was clearly amiss.  
 
While it is difficult to pinpoint the change to any one factor, something that immediately stood out to us 
while reviewing server logs from earlier in 2020 revealed a pattern that we did not expect – one of the 
largest single sources of traffic on the Map Server was still attached to the 2019 MoDOT Routes and 
Emergency Reference Markers datasets, right up until we turned those services off in mid-November 
2020. Also of note, the user in-question was based in Florida and not Missouri. In fact, we appear to 
have inadvertently cut off several out-of-state users by disabling the older MoDOT data. While serving 
our Missouri users will always be our first priority, we do sincerely regret that our normal course of 
business has had a detrimental effect on some of our out-of-state users.  
 



This reveals two issues with the current MSDIS architecture, one of which we can control, and one of 
which we cannot. In the column of things we cannot control, while we try very hard to announce 
changes to data services before we make them (such as removing older MoDOT services once we have 
newer versions), our ability to communicate those plans are limited to 1) people who subscribe to our 
Twitter account and 2) people who receive these monthly reports. Out-of-state users who have 
happened to come across our services in web searches who do not also take an interest in MSDIS 
operations will almost always be at the mercy of these service swaps. 
 
In the category of things we can control, however, is the fact that, with proper renaming, we might not 
have to swap any services at all. Currently, all of the MSDIS services follow the same 
STATE_YEAR_DATASET naming convention that we use for data downloads. This was the naming 
convention that was put into place years ago and, until now, there has been little call to change it 
(though, in the interest of full disclosure, the idea has been pitched to us). As state GIS clearinghouses 
become more accessible to more GIS users and we receive more data more frequently, though, it may 
be time to reconsider this strategy. If we were to rename all of our existing services with a simple 
STATE_DATASET schema, we would (in theory) eliminate the need to delete old services when a new 
year rolls around. For example, the current hospitals map service, currently named 
“MO_2021_Hospitals” could be renamed “MO_Hospitals” and that service could be kept active 
indefinitely regardless of the year the data were produced. Information about the currentness of the 
data (year and monthly update status) could be kept in the service description (which it already is).  
 
We raise this issue in this report because this is not a small change. Mechanically, it is pretty easy, but it 
would be time consuming and it would break any connections that our users already have to MSDIS 
services since we would be replacing all of our existing services with the new naming convention. Quite 
simply, this is not a plan that we can execute without first hearing the thoughts of our Missouri users. In 
that spirit, we invite our users to share their thoughts on this issue. We will give all feedback full and fair 
consideration and we will not act or make a final decision without first making an announcement on the 
results of this request for opinions. 
 

MSDIS Downtime 
No outages were reported during January 2021 however we twice noticed during our own inspections of 
the site that some map and imagery services were behaving strangely. On 11 Jan and 26 Jan, some 
services were available and active, but nothing would draw, as if the service had somehow been 
disassociated from the data sources. Upon closer inspection, there were no obvious problems found on 
either the MSDIS Map or Imagery servers, so we took the normal step of restarting the machines. In 
both cases, all services were restored to expected functionality immediately after. Both of these 
incidents took place outside of normal business hours, so we have no reason to believe that they 
impacted MSDIS users.  
 

  



Listserv Subscriptions 
KCAIUG – 188 
MAGICPUBLIC - 367 
MGISAC – 196 
MGISAC-EMERGENCY-RESPONS – 14 
MISSOURIMAPPERSASSOC - 40 
MOGISCON – 966 
MOGIS_ADVISORY_COUNCIL - 28 
MSDIS News – 189 
STLGIS – 381 

  



MSDIS January 2021 Server Stats 

Imagery 

Month Hits Page views Visitors Sessions Avg Sessions per day 

Sept-20 3798402 3794039 25947 91370 3045 

Oct-20 4255000 4251389 25953 92698 2990 

Nov-20 3383630 3380327 25739 88190 2939 

Dec-20 4027053 4022619 25933 91310 2945 

Jan-21 3834072 3830173 27815 98553 3179 

 

Map 

Month Hits Page views Visitors Sessions Avg Sessions per day 

Sept-20 588655 586454 2753 13143 438 

Oct-20 514272 511695 3311 10094 325 

Nov-20 228046 226038 3365 8034 267 

Dec-20 175384 174107 2552 6976 225 

Jan-21 141942 139771 2633 6602 212 

 

Archive 

Month Hits Page views Visitors Sessions Avg Sessions per day 

Sept-20 24617 23013 1516 9507 316 

Oct-20 35240 33636 1490 7992 257 

Nov-20 46981 45347 1179 6418 213 

Dec-20 31392 29900 1171 4748 153 

Jan-21 58960 57571 1331 4997 161 

 


